
 

 

 

DRAFT
 

TOWN BOARD MEETING
 

AND PUBLIC HEARING
 

JANUARY 27, 2021
 

7:00 PM
 

 
 

Supervisor Valentine opened the meeting at 7:00pm followed by a salute to the flag. Members present:
 

Supervisor Valentine, Councilman Becker, Councilman Courtenay, Councilwoman Smith  
 

 

Also present: Scott Bonacic, Esq., Town Attorney, Al Fusco, Fusco Engineering
 

 

 

PUBLIC HEARING - INTRODUCTORY LOCAL LAW NO. 2 OF 2020, A LOCAL LAW ADDING CHAPTER 69 

ENTITLED “OUTDOOR LIGHTING” TO THE TOWN CODE OF THE TOWN OF CHESTER 

 

The following is the notice as it appeared in the Times Herald Record on December 15, 2020, January 10, 2021 and January 

20, 2021. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 

ON PROPOSED LOCAL LAW 
 

The Town Board of the Town of Chester will hold a public hearing on a proposed local law entitled: 

 

INTRODUCTORY LOCAL LAW NO. 2 OF 2020 

A LOCAL LAW ADDING CHAPTER 69 ENTITLED 

“OUTDOOR LIGHTING” TO THE TOWN CODE 

OF THE TOWN OF CHESTER 

 

Be it enacted by the Town of Chester in the County of Orange, as follows: 

 

Section 1. Title 

 

This Local Law shall be referred to as "A Local Law Adding Chapter 69, Entitled "Outdoor Lighting", to the Town Code of the Town of 

Chester. 

 

Section 2. Legislative Intent 

 

The Town of Chester has determined that it is in the best interest of the Town to have outdoor lighting policies in place to increase safety, 

provide security and enhance the nighttime character of the Town.  It has been determined that new lighting technology has produced lights 

that are extremely powerful and when improperly installed, these lights create problems of excessive glare, light trespass and increased 

energy usage. Excessive glare may cause safety issues and light trespass reduces privacy and results in higher energy costs. 

 

It is the intent of this local law to provide guidelines, regulations and standards for outdoor lighting so as to contribute to the safety and 

welfare of the Town and Town residents.  It is the further intent of this local law to reduce problems created by improperly designed and 

installed outdoor lighting in an effort to eliminate excessive glare, reduce light trespass and help reduce the energy costs of outdoor light-

ing. 

 

A complete copy of the proposed local law is on file and can be obtained at the Town Clerk’s Office, 1786 Kings Highway, Chester, NY. 

  

Said public hearing will take place in the Town Hall Meeting Room, 1786 Kings Highway, Chester, NY on Wednesday, January 27, 2020 

at 7 PM or as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard. 

 

All persons interested in the subject matter may appear in person or by agent. All written communications should be addressed to the Board 

at the above address. 

 

BY ORDER OF THE TOWN BOARD 

TOWN OF CHESTER 

 

LINDA A. ZAPPALA, 

TOWN CLERK 

Dated: December 10, 2020 



 

 

 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Becker to open the Public Hearing on the 

matter of the Introductory Local Law No. 2 of 2020, A Local Law Adding Chapter 69 Entitled “Outdoor Lighting” To the Town 

Code of the Town of Chester at 7:03pm.
 

 
VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED

 

 

Supervisor Valentine asked if there were any comments.  
 

 

Supervisor Valentine acknowledged receipt of comments from the Preservation Collective and read the cover email which 

appears below along with full attached comments. 

 

Wed 1/27/2021 4:02 PM 

 

Preservation Collective thepreservationcollective@yahoo.com 

 

Public Comments on outdoor lighting ordinance 

 

To:Linda Zappala <lzappala@thetownofchester.org> 

 

To Linda - please see 2 attachments (a cover letter and review document) on behalf of The Preservation Collective to be 

submitted for public hearing on outdoor lighting legislation. By chance, in my absence at the Board meeting, can my email 

comments below be read into the record for the public hearing tonight? see: 

 

To all - I want to thank Planning Board member, Larry Dysinger, for taking the initiative to research and propose 

improvements in town policy. I applaud the Town Board in making the effort to update their code to address growing 

concerns about negative impacts of excessive outdoor lighting. 

 

Note, adopting new guidelines is included in the Town's 2015 Comprehensive plan as a recommended goal to minimize 

lighting impacts on neighbors, night sky and the rural character of the Town. 

 

The draft code clearly has the right intentions behind it. I hope the public comments you receive assist in the decision making 

process.  

 

In my absence at meeting, I do not expect the attached suggestions to be read into the record (especially since it is quite 

lengthy). However, I would appreciate if The Preservation Collective correspondence can be acknowledged as received and 

be included in the minutes as well as distributed to council for consideration. 

 

Thank you for your attention - 

Tracy Schuh 

 

Attachments to email follow. 

 

In
 
January 26, 2021

 

 

Town of Chester Re: Public Hearing/Outdoor Lighting
 

1786 Kings Highway Introductory local law no. 2 of 2020
 

Chester NY 10918
 

 

Dear Supervisor and Town Board members:
 

 

This letter is being submitted regarding the public hearing on the proposed new Outdoor Lighting ordinance. Please see 

attached document for our substantive review when consulting with professionals involved with land use for input. Even 

though our review is long and full of critiques, your proposed new law is a great improvement, on the Town’s existing 

lighting code under §95-15, to address growing concerns of excessive glare, light trespass and increased energy usage.
 

As you know, The Preservation Collective has provided feedback with new development projects in an effort to assist the 

Planning Board in their review of the environmental impacts. There have been instances where we have seen too much  

mailto:thepreservationcollective@yahoo.com


 

 

 

lighting being approved with new development, primarily with warehouses, considering the brightness and height of pole 

lighting in parking lots plus building mounted lighting. Therefore, updating guidelines for the Planning Board is crucial for 

them to insure more thoughtful placement and type of lighting proposed with new projects.
 

 

We recognize that the Town of Chester is addressing a recommendation in the Comprehensive Plan, updated in 2015. Please 

note excerpt for draft legislative intent statement: “This Plan supports the regulation of exterior lighting in a manner that 

balances nighttime visibility and security needs while protecting the night sky, natural environment and wildlife habitats. By 

taking simple steps to regulate outdoor lighting, Chester can preserve the night sky, reduce energy consumption and protect 

wildlife habitat where darkness is essential to migration and reproduction of many nocturnal species.”
 

 

Regulating lighting is just one of many recommendations in the Town’s Comprehensive Plan. We suggest the Town Board 

re-establish a Comprehensive/Zoning Committee going forward to help prioritize and research other code improvements 

necessary to meet the goals of the Plan.
 

 

Thank you for your attention and we hope our input proves useful.
 

 

Sincerely,
 

Tracy Schuh
 

President TPC, Inc.
 

 

 1/26/2021 

The Preservation Collective, Inc. comments for proposal on ADDING CHAPTER 69 ENTITLED “OUTDOOR LIGHT-

ING” TO THE TOWN CODE OF THE TOWN OF CHESTER 
 

Section 2. Legislative Intent 
In addition to the stated purpose, include wording from the Town’s Comprehensive Plan on recommendation to update light-

ing code to “Regulate outdoor lighting to balance nighttime visibility and security needs while protecting the night sky, natu-

ral environment and wildlife habitats.” The Town’s Comp Plan makes a point that in addition to reducing energy con-

sumption, protecting wildlife habitat is essential goal, which is missing from the draft lighting ordinance intent. This could be 

an important reminder with reviewing new development in environmentally sensitive areas. Scientific evidence suggests that 

artificial light at night has negative and deadly effects on many creatures including amphibians, birds, mammals, insects and 

plants. For example, glare from artificial lights can impact wetland habitats that are home to amphibians such as frogs and 

toads, whose nighttime croaking is part of the breeding ritual. Artificial lights disrupt this nocturnal activity, interfering with 

reproduction and reducing populations. Given that the Town of Chester is home of endangered, threatened and species of 

concern, adding the need to protect the environment seems appropriate. 

 

§69-2: Definitions 
First, there are 2 entries in the Definitions section, §69- 2, that should be moved to the Standards (or Regulation) sections 

(§69-1 and 69-3). 

These 2 entries are: “LIGHT COLOR: The use of warmer color lights is to be used. Limit the amount of shorter wavelength 

(blue-violet) light.” LIGHT INTENSITY: The intensity of the light shall be the lowest intensity required.” These are good 

policies to have, so they should be moved to a section that can actually be enforced. These would be better in the Standards 

section, because it applies to a wider range of lighting types. These 2 entries do not define the term, but instead state limits or 

obligations on the types of lights used – unfortunately, because they are just in the definitions section it is not clear how they 

would be enforced. 

Second, there is a potential loophole or opportunity for abuse in the definition for “Temporary Outdoor Lighting.” 

TEMPORARY OUTDOOR LIGHTING: The specific illumination of an outside area of object by any man-made device 

located outdoors that produces light by any means for a period of less than 7 days. 

This definition should also address “frequency” of the illumination – or specify whether the “period of less than 7 days is 

cumulative or consecutive. An example for why this is important is, what if an event venue might only illuminate an outside 

are 3 days in a row, but they are doing so every weekend from May until October? Would that regulated as temporary or 

permanent? This needs to be clear so that the public knows what process they need to follow and the Code Enforcement 

Officer knows what standards are being enforced. See the enforcement section below for further discussion. 

Third, there are mismatches between the definitions section and the other sections of the proposed law. The law needs to be 

tightened up so that the terms used in the standards and regulations sections actually use the defined terms. For example, in 

§69-1, “incident rays” are referenced, but is not defined by the code. “Incident rays” are a technical term referring to reflected 

light – this appears to be a synonym for “Indirect Light” which is defined by the propose code: 



 

 

 

 

INDIRECT LIGHT: Direct light that has been reflected or has scattered off of other surfaces. TPC Page 2 of 7 

Likewise, “light control,” is defined, but then never uses that term in either the standards or regulation sections. If the Town 

wants to require developers or land owner to adopt “light control” as part of their outdoor lighting plan, they should 

incorporate this term into those sections (e.g., Standards, Regulation, or the New Subdivision Construction section). There 

are sections that discuss “controls” and “dimming” lights at certain times, but they do not actually use the term “light 

control.” 

LIGHT CONTROL: The use of controls such as timers and motion detectors to ensure light is available only when needed, 

dimmed when possible, and turned off when not needed. 

 

§69-1: Standards 
This section sets the baseline and in a way set the goals for the entire chapter. Parts of this section are vague, which is partly 

addressed by more detailed standards in §69-3. But, it would be beneficial for this section, which applies to the widest range 

of lights, to have more specific and objective standards/ measures. 

§69-1.A.1 and 2 sets forth a goal of lights being installed in ways that do not direct light onto neighboring properties and 

states that the height of lights shall be designed to accomplish that goal. However, there is no upper limit specified. Later in 

the code, there is an upper limit (25 feet), but that only applies to certain lights. This section which applies to all lighting 

installations does not have an upper height limit. 

It is our understanding the original draft code presented to the Town included under Standards “Lights on poles shall not be 

taller than the building whose area they illuminate nor taller than fifteen (15) feet whichever is shorter.” We do not know why 

this was removed in its entirety when drafted into a local law but we assume it was part of example code referenced that 

could be revised with upper limit acceptable to the Town. 

One section that was not clarified later was §69-1.A.5. “Any interior lighted signs may not be lit at night when any face of the 

sign is removed or damaged in such a way that the light may distract drivers or homeowners.” It is not clear how the town 

would determine what is or is not distracting. Also, what is a distracted homeowner? Is the fact that someone has complained 

evidence that it is “distracting?” Or, does the sign have to violate the requirements in §69-3.D that regulate this type of sign in 

order for there to be a “violation.” Although this is minor, it is unclear. 

One good thing is that the standards that require no light emitting surface be visible from neighboring property or roads is 

measured from ... “when viewed at ground level”. §69-1.B.1. This can address flood lights being used on lots that are uphill 

from roads. 

Highly recommend adding “light control”, “light intensity” and “light colors” standards to this section. 

 

§69-3: Regulations of Outdoor Lighting Concerns 
B. Control of glare 

There are a couple good things in this section. First, this applies to both flood or spot lights AND other lights that meet 

certain brightness standards. It is good that other bright lights are included in this other than flood or spot lights (which are 

defined in the code by the technology use). Another good part about this section is that it sets an upper limit for luminaire 

(applies to all pole lighting with more than 1800 lumens). This addresses some past pole lighting concerns. However, it does 

not address lights on poles that do not meet the brightness standards set forth in this section (1800 lumens generally or 900 

lumens if a flood or spot light). TPC Page 3 of 7 

It may be helpful in determining whether the Town supports these lumens thresholds considering a 100 Watt incandescent 

lamp produces about 1700 – 1800 lumens. 

C. Exceptions to glare Control. So long as the Town is comfortable with the lumens thresholds discussed above, the 

exceptions for the glare regulations appear reasonable. 

D. “Outdoor Advertising Signs” 

Regulation of signs are limited to “advertising” signs. §69- 3.D. There are standards and regulations that apply to ALL types 

of lights including signs. However, the specific standards requiring top mounted fixtures, limiting brightness of 

backlit/internally lit signs, and LED intensity are limited to what is defined as “advertising” signs. 

First, advertising is not defined. What if a homeowner rents out their house for Air B’n’B (once, twice, weekly) does that sign 

then become advertising? 

Second, this excludes signs for non-advertising purposes – like signs for political speech or general decorating purposes. 

This again circles back to the need for “lighting intensity” and “light colors’ to be incorporated into the Standards section 

and/or into the Regulations sections (while expanding the type of signs that are regulated and those exempt such seasonal 

holiday decorations). 

Section 3 of § 69-3.D.4 – LED lights requires that LED advertising signs lower the intensity between sunset and sunrise, but 

it does not specify what those the maximum brightness would be for that time. Would reducing the brightness by just 1% 

mean that it is not a violation? There should be an objective measurement. 



 

 

 

E. “Recreational Facilities.” 

In the past, the Planning Board approved 75+/- foot tall multi light pole 50 feet from neighbor’s front lawn. This section 

could be stronger by adding objective requirements, such as limits on lumens, height of lights, and minimum distance from 

property lines. That said, its stated goals are fine, but without specificity it requires the board approving the project or lighting 

to be pro-active in making recommendations and putting conditions on applications. 

The weakest point comes from the exception in §69-E.1.ii. So long as the activity was scheduled to end at 10:30pm, it can 

essentially go as late it wants so long as the person running it says that there are “circumstances” preventing it from ending 

before 11pm. Any sort of game with more than 1 person involved could qualify, because re-scheduling is almost always a 

difficulty. 

Even if it can be shown that there was not a genuine “circumstance” preventing ending the activity by 11pm, it would be hard 

to enforce. See the section below on enforcement. 

G. “Temporary Outdoor Lighting.” 

This code essentially sets up a mini-variance process for getting a permit, which seems good. I think that there should be a 

fourth factor considered: the history on the site of prior violations of this Chapter. 

This recommendation is directly related to an enforcement issue discussed below. TPC Page 4 of 7 

 

§69-4: Effective Date and Grandfathering of Non-Conforming Luminaries. 
This section mentions that new chapter will supersede all previous laws pertaining to outdoor lighting. This is also mentioned 

in §69-3. 

How will this new chapter interact with other local laws that only address outdoor lighting in part? Perhaps the language in 

the new proposed law specifically state that it is only superseding the portions of local laws related to outdoor lighting. This 

is specifically important with the Town’s existing Code§ 98-21 which has regulations on signs. Please review for conflicts 

particularly the Sugar Loaf Business District guidelines due to historic architectural review. 

 

§69-5: New Subdivision Construction 
This section is injecting lighting considerations into site plan review, subdivision approval, and variances in a more 

comprehensive way than before. 

Recommend that in §69-5.B Additional Submission, the second sentence removes the phrase “by reason of the nature or 

configuration of the devices, fixtures, or lamps proposed.” By removing that the paragraph would read: 

Additional Submission. The above required plans, descriptions and data shall be sufficiently complete to enable the plans 

examiner to readily determine whether compliance with the requirements of this Code will be secured. If such plans, 

descriptions and data cannot enable this ready determination, [] the applicant shall additionally submit as evidence of 

compliance to enable such determination such certified reports of tests as will do so provided that these tests shall have been 

performed and certified by a recognized testing laboratory. 

This gives the body reviewing the submission broader discretion is requesting more information. They would not be limited 

to “by reason of the nature or configuration of the devices, fixtures, or lamps proposed.” 

Because new projects are starting with a blank slate, there is the opportunity for roads and paths to be designed in ways that 

require less lighting to be safe. Alternatively, such stricter regulations could apply to new developments in certain rural 

districts and close to habitat corridors to preserve dark skies. 

 

§69-6: Enforcement Concerns 
First, this section is accidentally labeled §69-6 when it should be §69-7. The preceding section was § 69-6. All the section 

following this should also be adjusted accordingly. 

The enforcement section works well for permanent lighting installation and uses. However, it would be difficult to ever 

impose penalties for violations of temporary outdoor lighting or periodical outdoor lighting at Recreational Facilities. This is 

because for the purpose of calculating penalties, each offence is only calculated for each day in violation AFTER the 

expiration of a 30 day period. 

Now, §69-6.A, “Violation. It shall be a civil infraction for any person to violate any of the provisions of this Code. Each and 

every day during which the violation continues shall constitute a separate offense.” Thus, while every day in violation is 

technically an offence – including the first day – only days after investigation, proper notice is drafted and served, and the 30 

days to fix after such service expires, are used to calculate penalties. TPC Page 5 of 7 

So, if someone puts up illegal temporary lighting for 6 days, or a team places until 12:30 am, they might technically be in 

violation and receive notice to abate the violation, but their improper use will be over long before the 30 days. Thus, so long 

as temporary lighting is taken down within 30 days, the owner will never be penalized. 

Proposed solutions: In both cases, we use the fact that violations/offences generally (§69-6.A.) are defined separately from 

violations/offences “for the purposes of calculating the civil penalty. 

 



 

 

 

(1) Add provisions to §§69-6.B and C that create a separate enforcement process and penalty calculations for offences that 

area limited in time (cross reference sections for temporary lighting and recreational facilities). For example, for those 

offences, once the Code Enforcement Officer investigates and finds that there was a violation, penalties are calculated from 

the day of the first violation and the Code Enforcement Officer would essentially write the violator a ticket. Then, like a 

parking ticket, the violator would have an opportunity to challenge it if they don’t pay. 

 

Offences could potentially be cumulative throughout the year with each subsequent offence garnering a higher penalty, so 

that a serial violator does not treat the penalty as the cost of doing business. This should apply for both the short-term 

violations and for more traditional violations. For example, if a business keeps its LED sign too bright for 29 days in a row 

and only turns it off right after before the 30 days notice expires, it should be clear that if they subsequently violate that year, 

they will be fined without an additional notice period. There are certainly other methods or approaches for imposing penalties 

for these short-term violations, but that is one idea. 

(2) There should also be procedural ramifications for serial violators. As mentioned in the Temporary lighting section, before 

giving permission for a temporary lighting installation the Building Department should take into account whether the 

property owner is a serial violator of laws. 

 

Excerpts from other municipal codes to consider under New Construction §69-5 
 

Town of Warwick - 

 

maximum allowable height of a freestanding luminaire shall be 16 feet above the average finished grade. 

 

hting shall be turned off after business hours, leaving only the necessary lighting for site 

security, which shall be reduced to the minimum level necessary. Nonessential can apply to display, aesthetic, parking and 

sign lighting. Motion-sensor security lighting is recommended to promote safety and reduce the amount of night lighting in 

the Town as determined by the Planning Board. 

 

- Temporary lighting, including holiday lighting for no more than two months per year. 

- Lighting associated with agricultural pursuits, including harvest activities, unless such lighting is permanent and/or creates a 

safety hazard. 

- Lighting, preferably low voltage, that is considered a landscape or building design element and is integral to the aesthetic 

value of the design, as determined by the Planning Board or Building Inspector. 

 

Town of Blooming Grove - 

Requires a lighting plan with such things as : 

 buildings, poles, or any other 

structure. 

 

and 

lower-intensity fixtures. 

 

Town of Monroe - 

 

lights be controlled by automatic timing devices. The Planning Board shall consider the need to provide security in 

determining the hours of operation. 

stallation 

of landscaping, fences, walls or similar screening devices may also be considered by the Planning Board to ensure that light 

spillage onto adjoining properties is minimized. 

, except to the extent that the local utility provider 

utilizes same for street lighting. Energy-efficient light sources are encouraged. 

the 

objectives of this section are met. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Eagle Mountain - 

https://www.codepublishing.com/UT/EagleMountain/html/EagleMountain17/EagleMountain1756.html 

17.56.060 Outdoor lighting standards by type. 

A. Parking Lot Standards. Parking lot lighting poles shall be sized in such a manner that the top of any fixture does not 

exceed 17 feet above adjacent grade. Parking area lights are encouraged to be greater in number, lower in height and lower in 

light level, as opposed to fewer in number, higher in height and higher in light level. Low pressure sodium (LPS) lamps are 

encouraged. Alternatively, in industrial areas, parking lot lighting poles may be allowed to a height of 30 feet above adjacent 

grade provided full-cut-off light fixtures with built-in motion sensors for each pole are used. Motion sensors must reduce the 

light level to 50 percent when no motion is detected for 30 minutes. TPC Page 7 of 7 

17.56.050 General outdoor lighting standards. 

G. Commercial Lighting Time Limitations. All nonessential commercial exterior lighting shall only continue in operation 

until 11:00 p.m. or for as long as the business is open or area is in active use and shall remain off until the business reopens or 

until daylight the following day. 

 

Dutchess County – Training material includes image examples: 

Illuminated How to Plan for Site Lighting in Your Community powerpoint (.pdf) | Dutchess County Planning Federation 

training materials | Planning and Development.pptx (dutchessny.gov) 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Becker to close the Public Hearing on 

the matter of Introductory Local Law No. 2 of 2020, A Local Law Adding Chapter 69 Entitled “Outdoor Lighting” To the 

Town Code of the Town of Chester at 7:07pm.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

Larry Dysinger asked if a determination was made about the decibel level with regard to the noise ordinance.  Councilman 

Becker said he is working on determining the number that would be considered damaging to the ears.
 

 

 

REMEMBERING CHRISTOPHER KENNEDY
 

 

Supervisor Valentine read a memoriam honoring former Town Supervisor Christopher J. Kennedy which appears below.  

Supervisor Valentine acknowledged that Mr. Kennedy was instrumental in building the Town Hall and Library and expressed 

the condolences of the Town Board to the family. A moment of silence was held to remember him.
 

 

Christopher J. Kennedy, of Gaithersburg, Maryland, died on December 18, 2020, in Frederick, Maryland at the age of 80. 

from complications related to progressive supranuclear palsy. 

Chris is survived by his wife of 55 years, Mary H. Kennedy, of Gaithersburg, MD, his sister, Eileen Gilmartin, of Bloomfield 

Hills, MI, his four children, Christopher M. Kennedy (Lisa Sanders) of Libertyville, IL, Michael O. Kennedy (Jody Ed-

wards), of Rivervale, NJ, Patricia A. Kennedy of Beaverton, OR, and Susan E. Nusraty (Nas Nusraty) of New Market, MD, 

and his ten grandchildren: Conor, Shea, Eleanor, Leo, Molly, Emma, Liam, Devin, Rowan and Gavin. He is preceded in 

death by his sister Mary A. (“Marie”) Dowling, of East Northport, NY. 

Chris was born on August 9, 1940, in the Bronx, New York, to Patrick Leo Kennedy of Co. Armagh, No. Ireland, and Mary 

O’Donnell of Co. Kerry, Ireland. He graduated from St. Helena’s High School (now Monsignor Scanlan) in 1958 and went 

on to earn a B.A. in Government from Fairleigh Dickinson University and a M.A. in Urban Affairs from Hunter College, 

City University of New York. While in high school, his older sister Mary A. Kennedy introduced him to a younger classmate 

who happened to also be named Mary H. Kennedy. Chris and Mary H. Kennedy married on January 23, 1965 and lived in the 

Bronx until moving to Sugar Loaf, NY in 1972. They later moved to Libertyville, IL in 1989, then to Gaithersburg, MD in 

1997. 

Chris was a veteran of the U.S. Army and worked for the New York City Sanitation Department for 20 years. He was 

awarded a Department Medal of Valor in 1982 for his role in stopping an armed robbery. Chris worked as a substitute teacher 

in New York City Schools and taught at St. Joseph’s Elementary School in Florida, NY. 

 

 



 

 

An avid student of history and government, Chris was an effective and principled public servant in many roles. He was 

elected to three terms as Town Supervisor in Chester, NY.  He patiently worked with all parties to transform town finances 

and build the library, town hall, and the community baseball and tennis park. He also led the Chester Jaycees and was a long-

time volunteer firefighter in Sugar Loaf. Chris was proud of his 43 years of sobriety and his contributions to his fellow mem-

bers of Alcoholics Anonymous over those years in New York, Illinois and Maryland. 

Everyone who knew Chris loved him. He was a dedicated, loving and joyful father, grandfather and husband. Grandpa Chris’ 

greatest joy was talking to and being with his grandchildren. Chris always smiled and made everyone around him laugh with 

a story or wisecrack. As Dad, Uncle Chris, or Grandpa, he embodied kindness, empathy, and generosity—but mostly, uncon-

ditional love and support. He would want you to smile when you think of him.  

A Funeral Mass will be held on Wednesday, December 30, 2020 at 11:00 AM in St. Columba R.C. Church located at 27 

High Street, Chester, NY 10918. 

Burial will follow at Gate of Heaven Cemetery in Hawthorne, NY in the Kennedy family plot. 

In lieu of flowers, please send donations to Cure PSP https://www.psp.org/iwanttohelp/ways-to-give/. 

Funeral Arrangements have been entrusted to Thomas & Brendan Flynn and the Staff of Flynn Funeral & Cremation Memo-

rial Centers, Inc. 

 

PROCLAMATION – ROBERT CONKLIN
 

 

Supervisor Valentine read the following proclamation honoring the service of Robert Conklin into the minutes.
 

 

TOWN OF CHESTER PROCLAMATION 

HONORING ROBERT CONKLIN UPON HIS RETIREMENT 

 

Honoring Robert Conklin upon the occasion of his retirement after 17 dedicated years of distinguished public service as 

Planning Board Member of the Town of Chester Planning Board and his other notable contributions to the Town of Chester. 

 

WHEREAS, the Town Board seeks to acknowledge those individuals whose professional lives and civic endeavors serve to 

enhance the Town of Chester; and 

 

WHEREAS, attendant to such concern and in full accord with its long standing traditions, this Town Board is justly proud to 

commend Robert Conklin upon the occasion of his retirement after 17 dedicated years of distinguished public service as 

Planning Board Member of the Town of Chester Planning Board; and 

 

WHEREAS, Robert Conklin’s further service to the Town has spanned the years 1990 to 1998 when he was employed as 

Building Inspector; and 

 

WHEREAS, Robert Conklin also held the position of Motor Equipment Operator for the Town of Chester from 2013 to 

2015; and 

 

WHEREAS, Robert Conklin has rendered faithful, conscientious and valuable public service to the Town of Chester. 

 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that this Town Board pause in its deliberations to commend Robert Conklin 

upon the occasion of his retirement after many dedicated years of distinguished public service to the Town of Chester. 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that a copy of this resolution be spread upon the minutes of the Town Board meeting of 

January 27, 2021. 

 

TOWN OF CHESTER 

ORANGE COUNTY, NEW YORK 

Robert Valentine 

Supervisor 

 

 



 

 

 

CAMP LAGUARDIA PRESENTATION
 

 

Eric Anderson of  Larovere Consulting Co. presented the Town Board with a conceptual plan for the Camp LaGuardia 

property.  As a long-time resident who spent time on the Heritage Trail, Mr. Anderson said the site became compelling to 

him.  As a result, a proposal has been submitted to the County of Orange who is considering it closely.  The project 

adaptively would re-use the building stock and restore the prison as a hotel and resort.  The agricultural portion would be 

reclaimed as approximately 258 acres of black dirt for food manufacturing.  A couple hundred of housing units would be 

proposed for farm workers, veterans and/or students.  There would be a public use sport and recreation facility including a 23 

mile single track and pool.  He said the project would start quickly, include a simple planning process and address more 

buildings in later phases while honoring the site.  Infrastructure needs include a water tower and road work.
 

 

Lucinda Poindeter of the Chester Ag Center spoke in support of the project especially for the housing proposal for farmers as 

there is a great need in the County.  She currently leases to 7 farmers on the 200 acres of black dirt adjacent to the Camp 

LaGuardia property.
 

 

ACCEPTANCE OF MEETING MINUTES
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to accept the Town Board 

Meeting Minutes of January 13, 2021 as presented by Town Clerk Zappala.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

APPOINTMENTS
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilman Becker and second by Councilwoman Smith to appoint Bill Keller and Chris 

Cocks as Water Administrator for term ending December 31, 2021.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 5: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to appoint Dickover, Donnely 

and Donovan as Attorney to the Planning Board.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to appoint Dickover, Donnely 

and Donovan as Attorney to the Zoning Board of Appeals.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

BUILDING DEPARTMENT REFUND
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to refund $200 for a building 

permit fee that was not required.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

EXPIRED BUILDING PERMIT RENEWAL FEE
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to add to the Building 

Department Fee Schedule an Expired Building Permit Renewal Fee of $100.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPROVE PURCHASE OF MULTI-MEDIA EQUIPMENT
 

 

Based on procurement policy requirement, the following three bids were obtained for the purchase of multi-media equipment 

and installation, as follows: 

 

Lappin Entertainment $9,950.00 

Fresh Bean, LLC   9,849.00 

Diamond Grade Media  9,550.00 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Becker to approve the purchase from 

low bidder Diamond Grade Media, in the amount of $9,550.00
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

SUPPORT OF COUNTY PDR
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to approve the letter in 

support of the PDR for Orange County and allow the Supervisor to sign same.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 5: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

RESOLUTION – TRANSFER TAX
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to approve the resolution in 

support of a .75% transfer tax on property sales in the Town of Chester.
 

 

TOWN OF CHESTER 

 

A RESOLUTION TO IMPLORE THE NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE TO ENACT LEGISLATION CREATING A 

TRANSFER TAX ON THE CONVEYANCE OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED WITHIN THE TOWN OF CHESTER 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF GENERATING REVENUE IN AN EFFORT TO FUND THE TOWN OF CHESTER 

COMMUNITY PRESERVATION FUND 

 

January 27, 2021 

 

TITLE: A resolution to implore the New York State Legislature to enact legislation which creates a transfer tax of THREE 

QUARTERS OF ONE (0.75%) PERCENT on the conveyance of real property located within the Town of Chester for the 

purpose of creating and generating revenue in an effort to fund the Town of Chester Community Preservation Fund. 

 

At a regular meeting of the Town Board of the Town of Chester, Orange County, New York, held at the 

Town Hall, 1786 Kings Highway, Chester, New York, on the 27 th day of January, 2021, at 7:00 PM prevailing time: 

 

The meeting was called to order by Supervisor Valentine and upon roll being called the following were:  

 

PRESENT: Robert Valentine, Supervisor 

Cindy Smith, Deputy Supervisor 

Thomas Becker, Councilman 

Robert Courtenay, Councilman 

The following resolution was offered by Councilwoman Smith, who moved its adoption, seconded by Councilman 

Courtenay, to wit: 



 

 

 

 

 WHEREAS, the Town Board of the Town of Chester drafted a Local Law in 2018, to be added as Chapter 

84, entitled “Community Preservation Fund Law,” to the Town Code of the Town of Chester; and  

 

 WHEREAS, the purpose of the local law is to protect and preserve open and undeveloped lands in the Town 

of Chester in an effort to protect natural resources and historic places and properties within the Town of Chester; and  

 

 WHEREAS, Section 84-4 of said local law established a Community Preservation Fund which was to be 

used, among other things, to implement the preservation plan and provide the Town of Chester with resources to 

acquire interests in real property for the preservation of community character within the Town; and  

 

 WHEREAS, in order to adequately fund the Community Preservation Fund, the Town Board of the Town of 

Chester must establish a THREE QUARTERS OF ONE (0.75%) PERCENT transfer tax on the conveyance of real 

property located with the Town of Chester; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the imposition of said transfer tax must be authorized by the New York State Legislature by the 

enactment of legislation amending the New York State Town and Tax laws; and  

 

WHEREAS, the imposition of said transfer tax is vital to the rural preservation of land located within the 

Town of Chester and the success of the Community Preservation Plan is dependent upon the New York State 

Legislature passing this important legislation. 

 

 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Town Board of the Town of Chester calls upon the New 

York State Legislature to embrace the Town of Chester Community Preservation Plan and pass legislation which 

authorizes the Town of Chester to enact a transfer tax in the amount of THREE QUARTERS OF ONE (0.75%) 

PERCENT on conveyances of real property within the Town of Cheste r in an effort to establish a perpetual funding 

mechanism for the Community Preservation Plan. 

 

 

The question of the adoption of the foregoing resolution was duly put to a roll call vote which resulted as follows: 

 

Robert Valentine, Supervisor Yes  

Cindy Smith, Deputy Supervisor Yes    

Thomas Becker, Councilman Yes  

Robert Courtenay, Councilman Yes  

Yes _4__   No __0__   Abstain __0__   Absent __0__  

 

Dated:  January 27, 2021 

 

 

CERTIFICATION 

 I, Linda Zappala, Town Clerk of the Town of Chester, do hereby certify that the above resolution was adopted at a 

regular meeting of the Town Board of the Town of Chester held on January 27, 2021 and it is on file and of record, and that 

said resolution had not been altered, amended or revoked and it’s in full force and effect. 

 

 (SEAL) 

 

              

       Linda Zappala, Town Clerk 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN UPDATE - GLENMERE LAKE DAM  EAP
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilman Becker and second by Councilman Courtenay to acknowledge receipt of the 

Emergency Action Plan Update for the Glenmere Lake Dam EAP and allow the Supervisor to sign same.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

PLANNING BOARD
 

 

Supervisor Valentine acknowledged receipt of the recommendation of the Planning Board with regard to the candidates 

interviewed for the open board positions.
 

 

TRANSCO ROAD USE AND CROSSING AGREEMENT
 

 

Supervisor Valentine said Transco will be present sometime in the future to provide more information to the Town 

concerning their plan, but have request Town Board approve of this agreement. 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to approve the Transco  

Road Use and Crossing Agreement and allow the Supervisor to sign same.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

WALTON LAKE WATER DISTRICT
 

 

Councilman Becker forwarded the Board a report from WSP that shows the placement for 5 locations for test wells on Town 

owned property at Walton Lake Estates, that have been recommended through a Hydrogeological Assessment. One of the test 

wells will require the use of a drilling rig on tracks to reach the location, as a last resort.  This information is being sent to the 

Orange County Health Department for their approval. With this approval, we are seeking a variance for a one-hundred-foot 

encroachment on the Palisades Park property for the well protection zone. It has been recommended that multiple test wells 

be drilled for exploration to find an acceptable amount of water supply. The additional wells can be used as monitoring wells 

during the 72- hour pump testing that will be required. This matter will be discussed further with the Board as to how to 

proceed when we have the needed approvals.  At some point, Councilman Becker said the Town will have to look into 

funding when the cost is better determined.  He added, Water Operator Bill Keller is concerned with the loss of production 

and quality of the existing well.  He is hoping to get something on line this summer, but water restrictions are expected to 

continue. 

 

POLICE REFORM COMMITTEE
 

 

Supervisor Valentine commented on the committee's progress.  He said Chief Doellinger presented a power point to provide 

substance to the committee's discussions.  Councilman Becker said the Village of Chester has requested joining the Town and 

utilizing the committee.  Attorney Bonacic noted they could utilize our list of stakeholders, but their public hearing would 

have to be held separately and their plan developed accordingly.  A discussion was had concerning the addition of members, 

namely the District Attorney Conflitti, which Attorney Bonacic opined was not necessary to be stated as a member.  
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilman Becker and second by Councilwoman Smith to add the following members to 

the Police Reform Committee:  Carol Baltimore, Aaron Baltimore, Veronica Mott.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

Councilman Courtenay added that overall the process is going well and they had received some good feedback as they got 

into the nuts and bolts.  He applauded the public for their interest and noted how high emotions made the meeting spirited.   

Councilman Becker added the committee is interacting outside the meetings, continuing their discussions.  Supervisor 

Valentine said the committee was formed as a consensus of the population and was not hand-picked, but most members came 

forward to participate and have input.  The next meeting will be held on February 1st at 6pm at the Senior Center and will be 

streamed on Chester Rec FB live.  Public comments should be submitted in writing. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

REPORTS 

 

Supervisor Valentine read the following report into the minutes. 

 

Engineer’s Development Report
 

 

GREENS AT CHESTER: 

Building Inspection, site storm sewer inspections, SWPPP inspections, review proposed community center. 

 

HIGHWAY GARAGE: 

Complete except for alarm upgrade and insurance settlement. 

 

WATER WELLS: 

Review Tom Cusack’s report locating potential well sites from his report in field looking for grants. 

 

HILLS OF CHESTER: 

No new activity. 

 

GRANTS: 

1. Had webinar on January 11th for clean water funding. Pursuing eligibility 

2. Finalizing Senior Park funding. Waiting for DASNY 

3. Applying for PAC funding when available. 

4. Working for CFA funding. 

 

MS4: 

Working outfalls.   

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS
 

 

Supervisor Valentine announced the Orange County sales tax distribution withholding from the State of $1,741,583 on 

February 4, 2021.  He said the impact on the Town's portion is currently not know but it will impact the Town as this  

revenue was projected in the budget.
 

 

Supervisor Valentine gave an update on the Highway Garage insurance claim.  He said the pending $425,517 is expected 

“shortly” as per the insurance company.
 

 

Supervisor Valentine read the notice from T.A.R.A. offering public assistance for the spay/neuter of pit bulls.  The 90% 

discount including rabies vaccine is $23. Contact: TARA-spayneuter.org.
 

 

The Town Clerk announced, in conjunction with the Helping Hands program, that she will make available Personal 

Protective Equipment Kits for Town and Village Seniors.  They can be picked up at the Town Clerk’s office, Monday-Friday 

8am-5pm.  Please contact the Town Clerk at 469-7000x4 for more information. 

 

EXECUTIVE SESSION
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to enter into an Executive 

Session at 8:20pm on the matter of the Greens of Chester Litigation.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Courtenay to adjourn the Executive 

Session at 8:45pm.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

TOWN BOARD COMMENTS
 

 

Councilwoman Smith thanked Bob Conklin for his years of service.  She announced the upcoming clothing drive on 

February 13th at Carpenter Field at Community Park to benefit the Chester Food Pantry.  Councilwoman Smith addressed the 

Emergency Plan for Employees as required by the State.  She said he provided a handout to Department Heads and is 

awaiting feedback. She added Town Clerk Zappala will be assisting her to put a plan together.
 

 

Councilman Becker reported, due to scheduling issues, he was unable to meet with Terrance Nolan in reference to 

solar on Town owned property at the end of Vista Dr. He has spoken with Terrance on several occasions about the amount of 

income the Town could receive on a yearly basis from the project. That amount is at or close to $ 40,000 dollars a year. 

Terrance would like to attend our next Town board meeting on February 10th to do a presentation and answer any questions 

the Board may have.  Yasmine from James Skoufis’s office has reached out again in regards to placement of the Free library 

at Community Park. Councilman Becker met with Walter and Kristen at the park to discuss a location and the best place 

seems to be in front of the existing concession stand.  He will also be looking at the code for the water department to update 

the use of items such as saddles. 

 

Councilman Courtenay said he is working on gaining sponsorship for the Battle of the Bands live-steam. He mentioned there 

should be dialog focused on the reopening of the senior center in a limited way. Supervisor Valentine added the Recreation 

Director had a conference call to discuss the opening up of centers.  Michele has a call into the Health Department to get the 

County plan on re-opening.
 

 

Supervisor Valentine said there are a lot of seniors asking about vaccines. Although the County has provided access to a list, 

unfortunately, it is not in the Town's control. He said, however, anyone looking for information should call him directly and 

he has a list and will keep them in the loop.
 

 

PUBLIC COMMENTS
 

 

There were none.
 

 

ADJOURNMENT
 

 

ON A MOTION OFFERED BY Councilwoman Smith and second by Councilman Becker at 8:55pm, there being no further 

business brought before the Board.
 

 

VOTE: AYES 4: Valentine, Becker, Courtenay, Smith       ADOPTED
 

 

Respectfully submitted,
 

 

 

 

Linda A. Zappala
 

Town Clerk
 

2021-01-27
 


